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English Heritage Book of Avebury

1989

this is an illustrated survey of one of britain s most important
archaeological sites as well as the avebury stone circle it includes
other important neolithic monuments the great henge east and west
kennet long barrows the sanctuary and the avenue and silbury hill

Exploring the World Heritage Site Stonehenge
and Avebury

2013

the stonehenge and avebury world heritage site is internationally
important for its outstanding prehistoric monuments stonehenge is the
most architecturally sophisticated prehistoric stone circle in the
world while avebury is the largest around them lie numerous other
monuments and sites which demonstrate over 2 000 years of continuous
use
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Beyond the Henge

2012

the neolithic henge and stone circle at avebury are well known to many
people but few visitors explore the other prehistoric sites nearby in
the world heritage site this book is a guide to four different walks
of between one and six miles which take in all the significant
surviving archaeological sites

Stonehenge and Avebury

2004

the stonehenge and avebury world heritage site is universally
important for its unique and dense concentration of outstanding
prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape
without parallel it covers approximately 52 square kilometres of land
in wiltshire the stonehenge and avebury world heritage site management
plan sets out the strategy for the protection of the site for present
and future generations the primary aim of the plan is to protect the
site s outstanding universal value taking into account other interests
such as farming nature conservation tourism research education and the
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local community it also explains the significance of the site outlines
the key management issues and long term aims as well as the detailed
actions for achieving them

Stonehenge and Avebury and Associated Sites

2015-05-28

avebury is one of the few places in southern britain to have acted as
a focus for ceremonial and ritual activity during the neolithic and
early bronze age the rich collection of archaeological sites some
visible and some buried exerted physical and cultural influence on the
landscape and environment for millennia this volume forms the first
formal research agenda for a world heritage site and is the result of
several years work by leading specialists an introductory discussion
of the specific research requirements of such an extraordinary site is
followed by a resource assessment a research agenda and a study of
research strategies these sections are arranged chronologically and
cover the palaeolithic through to the saxon and medieval periods the
final section examines the methods and techniques used to gather data
these include geophysical survey fieldwalking aerial survey evaluation
and excavation gis survey and metal detecting contributors include
andrew j lawson rosemary m j cleal bryn walters andrew reynolds chris
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gingell mark corney gill swanton peter fowler michael j allen mark
bowden and nick burton

Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites World
Heritage Site

1998

avebury stone circle is over 4000 years old it is one of the largest
prehistoric henges in britain and has been designated as a world
heritage site this is an account of avebury s ceremonial sites ancient
avenues and barrows

Avebury World Heritage Site Management Plan

2005

a common culture existed across britain ireland and western europe six
thousand years ago writing came into being in wales 4 270 bc irish
symbols portrayed sun and moon calendars 3 500 bc arithmetic and
geometry developed in denmark 3 100 bc scandinavians navigated the
oceans using a sixty four point compass france s carnac stone rows
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exhibit sun and moon calendars and linear measures the bronze age 2
000 bc inaugurated mining widespread copper and tin industries and
commerce in britain and across europe five day weeks sun and moon
calendars endured for four thousand years in the western isles and
europe until the beginning of the roman empire two thousand years ago

Avebury World Heritage Site Management Plan
2005

2016

this is an illustrated survey of one of britain s most important
archaeological sites as well as the avebury stone circle it includes
other important neolithic monuments the great henge east and west
kennet long barrows the sanctuary and the avenue and silbury hill

A Research Framework for the Stonehenge,
Avebury and Associated Sites World Heritage
Site

2016
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this case study is part of the contemporary cases online series the
series provides critical case studies that are original flexible
challenging controversial and research informed driven by the needs of
teaching and learning

A Research Framework for the Stonehenge,
Avebury and Associated Sites, World Heritage
Site

1987

heritage represents the meanings and representations conveyed in the
present day upon artefacts landscapes mythologies memories and
traditions from the past it is a key element in the shaping of
identities particularly in the context of increasingly multicultural
societies this research companion brings together an international
team of authors to discuss the concepts ideas and practices that
inform the entwining of heritage and identity they have assembled a
wide geographical range of examples and interpret them through a
number of disciplinary lenses that include geography history museum
and heritage studies archaeology art history history anthropology and
media studies this outstanding companion offers scholars and graduate
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students a thoroughly up to date guide to current thinking and a
comprehensive reference to this growing field

˜Theœ Avebury Monuments

2001

a fresh look at the world heritage site that includes avebury henge
west kennet long barrow and silbury hill mann combines archaeology
astronomy and anthropology to offer an original and convincing account
of the building of these extraordinary neolithic monuments the ancient
britons were inspired by a profound knowledge of the heavens when they
erected the monumental stones of avebury mann throws light on the
motive behind the creation of its awe inspiring mounds and megaliths
by demonstrating that they were aligned to the cycles of the sun moon
and stars this book will help visitors and readers to see avebury in a
wholly new light the light of the heavenly bodies that guided its
neolithic builders avebury cosmos will reawaken our ancient reverence
for the stars and deepen our respect for the extraordinary abilities
and forgotten knowledge of our prehistoric ancestors
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Archaeological Research Agenda for the Avebury
World Heritage Site

1994

managing historic sites and buildings looks at the choices and the
tensions that exist in conservation and interpretation of the heritage
preservation and presentation are central activities arguably means
and ends in the conservation of the historic environment but are they
self reinforcing or do they work against each other in a series of
essays which span form prehistoric sacred site to second world war
military remains from medieval monastery to 1970s housing estate we
look at contemporary concerns and debates about the way the past is
shaped physically and metaphorically by these two aspects of heritage
management starting from the position that the fundamental purpose of
the whole process is to communicate understanding about the human past
these essays examine how far the ideologies strategies tactics and
techniques of preservation and presentation are mutually supportive
the success of integrated approaches that are inclusive of social
economic and green environmental concerns is understood but the value
of developing truly sustainable management for individual historic
places is only just becoming evident at the heart of such an approach
lies a crucial relationship between the activity of preserving
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historic places and of promoting understanding of their significance

Prehistoric Monuments of Avebury

2019-12-07

the 4th annual us icomos international symposium orgnanised by us
icomos the graduate program in historic preservation of the university
of pennsylvania and the getty conservation institute help in
philadelphia april 2001

HERITAGE and HISTORY

1989

it is over one hundred years since the publication of the wide ranging
archaeological field investigation undertaken on the marlborough downs
by the rev a c smith his work guide to the british and roman
antiquities of the north wiltshire downs in a hundred square miles
round abury was originally published in two volumes in 1884 by the
marlborough college natural history society then reprinted and bound
into a single volume and published in 1885 by the wiltshire
archaeological and natural history society after half the original
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print run was destroyed in a fire as in most works of inventory the
volume has certainly stood the test of time and is still one of the
basic reference texts for students of the area since then apart from a
few notable exceptions archaeological literature about the area has
been largely site based and there has been little concerning the
marlborough downs as a whole in order to try and redress this
imbalance a day conference was organised in april 2002 at the
university of bath swindon where it was possible to acknowledge and
mark the ongoing validity of smith s work and where a number of papers
on various aspects of recent research on the marlborough downs were
presented the results of the conference are presented in this volume
together with a number of other commissioned contributions from
individuals who have undertaken research in the area during the last
decade or so each essay stands alone but they are connected by a
common theme that of the land and how it has changed over millennia

Heritage Sites

1995

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th
international conference on e learning and games edutainment 2018 held
in xi an china in june 2018 the 32 full and 32 short papers presented
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in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 85
submissions the papers were organized in topical sections named
virtual reality and augmented reality in edutainment gamification for
serious game and training graphics imaging and applications game
rendering and animation game rendering and animation and computer
vision in edutainment e learning and game and computer vision in
edutainment

Stonehenge and Neighbouring Monuments

1989

written by two people with unrivalled information from the recent work
and knowledge of silbury hill and combining scholarly research and
readable narrative this book sets out the archaeological story of
silbury from an early recognition of its importance to antiquarian and
archaeological investigations of the hill the book describes each
event setting it within its own historical and political context the
story of the monument hanging off the enigmatic and eccentric
characters of the time the collapse on the summit in 2000 leading to
the opening of the hill s famous tunnel in 2007 to much media fanfare
is covered for the first time the results of the recent work are set
out in detail describing early activity on the site the origins of the
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monument and the construction techniques used numerous new and vivid
reconstruction drawings present a new interpretation of this iconic
prehistoric monument the book also describes how the monument was seen
and used by later communities from the roman small town that grew up
around the hill the inhabitants quite literally living in its shadow
to medieval buildings on the summit the final chapter discusses what
silbury means to people today its power and spirituality for locals
visitors new agers and druids alike

English Heritage Book of Avebury

2013-05-31

for a limited time receive a free fodor s guide to safe and healthy
travel e book with the purchase of this guidebook go to fodors com for
details written by locals fodor s essential england is the perfect
guidebook for those looking for insider tips to make the most out
their visit to england complete with detailed maps and concise
descriptions this travel guide will help you plan your trip with ease
join fodor s in exploring one of the most exciting countries in europe
with its irresistible mix of storied heritage and cosmopolitan charm
england will wow you with its history culture and must see towns and
cities fodor s england captures the most memorable sights and
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experiences in dazzling color from fabulous historic houses and quaint
villages to cozy country pubs and london s cutting edge food art and
nightlife scenes fodor s england includes up to date coverage this
edition includes new restaurants and hotels from all over the country
to make sure you find the best places to eat and stay you ll also get
up to date information on popular destinations such as oxford
stratford upon avon stonehenge and more london s hot hotel and
restaurant scenes get attention too along with the east end s thriving
art galleries ultimate experiences guide a brief introduction and
spectacular color photos capture the ultimate experiences and
attractions throughout england detailed color maps over 80 color city
and regional maps to help you plan and get around stress free gorgeous
photos and illustrated features stunning magazine style color features
highlight must have experiences from making the most of a visit to the
tower of london or york minster to planning a perfect garden tour or
lake district walk other features will give you the inside scoop on
england s culinary scene presenting the best cheeses seafood and
indian food in the country itineraries and top recommendations sample
itineraries help you plan and make the most of your time we include
tips on where to eat stay and shop as well as information about
nightlife sports and the outdoors fodor s choice designates our best
picks in every category indispensable trip planning tools convenient
overviews show each region and its highlights and detail rich chapter
planning sections have on target advice and tips for planning your
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time and for getting around the country by car bus and train covers
london bath cambridge the cotswolds liverpool stratford upon avon
manchester stonehenge york oxford cornwall and more about fodor s
authors each fodor s travel guide is researched and written by local
experts fodor s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and
budgets for over 80 years looking for a guide about london or the rest
of the united kingdom check out fodor s london fodor s essential great
britain and fodor s scotland

Managing Megalithic Monuments: A Comparative
Study of Interpretation Provision at Stonehenge
and Avebury

2008

museums and archaeology brings together a wide but carefully chosen
selection of literature from around the world that connects museums
and archaeology part of the successful leicester readers in museum
studies series it provides a combination of issue and practice based
perspectives as such it is a volume not only for students and
researchers from a range of disciplines interested in museum gallery
and heritage studies including public archaeology and cultural
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resource management crm but also the wide range of professionals and
volunteers in the museum and heritage sector who work with
archaeological collections the volume s balance of theory and practice
and its thematic and geographical breadth is explored and explained in
an extended introduction which situates the readings in the context of
the extensive literature on museum archaeology highlighting the many
tensions that exist between idealistic principles and real life
practice and the debates that surround these in addition to this
section introductions and the seminal pieces themselves provide a
comprehensive and contextualised resource on the interplay of museums
and archaeology

The Ashgate Research Companion to Heritage and
Identity

2011

in popular culture such diverse characters as occultist aleister
crowley doors musician jim morrison and performance artist joseph
beuys have been called shamans in anthropology on the other hand
shamanism has associations with sorcery witchcraft and healing and
archaeologists have suggested the meaning of prehistoric cave art lies
with shamans and altered consciousness robert j wallis explores the
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interface between new and prehistoric shamans the book draws on
interviews with a variety of practitioners particularly contemporary
pagans in britain and north america wallis looks at historical and
archaeological sources to explore contemporary pagan engagements with
prehistoric sacred sites such as stonehenge and avebury and discusses
the controversial use by neo shamans of indigenous particularly native
american shamanism

Avebury and the Cosmos of Our Ancestors

2013-02-01

folklore people and place is a contribution towards better
understanding the complex interconnectivity of folklore people and
place across a range of different cultural and geographical contexts
the book showcases a range of international case studies from
different cultural and ecological contexts showing how folklore can
and does mediate human relationships with people and place folklore
has traditionally been connected to place telling tales of the land
and the real and imaginary beings that inhabit storied places these
storytelling traditions and practices have endured in a contemporary
world yet the role and value of folklore to people and places has
changed the book explores a broad range of international perspectives
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and considers how the relationship between folklore people and place
has evolved for tourists and indigenous communities it will showcase a
range of international case studies from different cultural and
ecological contexts showing how folklore can and does mediate human
relationships with people and place by exploring folklore in the
context of tourism this book engages in a critical discussion of the
opportunities and challenges of using storied places in destination
development the case studies in the book provide an international
perspective on the contemporary value of folklore to people and places
engendering reflection on the role of folklore in sustainable tourism
strategies this book will be of interest to students academics
researchers in fields such as anthropology folklore tourism religious
studies human geography and related disciplines it will also be of
interest to scholars and practitioners of traditional ecological
knowledge

Managing Historic Sites and Buildings

2003

contemporary paganism is a movement that is still young and
establishing its identity and place on the global religious landscape
the members of the movement are simultaneously growing unifying and
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maintaining its characteristic diversity of traditions identities and
rituals the modern pagan movement has had a restless formation period
but has also been the catalyst for some of the most innovative
religious expressions praxis theologies and communities as
contemporary paganism continues to grow and mature new angles of
inquiry about it have emerged and are explored in this collection this
examination and study of contemporary paganism contributes new ways to
observe and examine other religions where innovations paradoxes and
inconsistencies can be more accurately documented and explained

Managing Change

2005

using archaeological sites and historic landscapes to promote mental
well being represents one of the most significant advances in
archaeological resource management for many years prompted by the
human henge project stonehenge avebury world heritage site this volume
provides an overview of work going on across britain and the near
continent
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The Avebury Landscape

2019-07-16

international cultural tourism management implications and cases
provides a comprehensive exploration of the management operations and
marketing of cultural tourism attractions and resources in a global
context topics explored include for the first time an evaluation of
the use and transformational impact of global media and new ict in the
management and marketing of cultural tourism attractions and resources
the changing nature of the global cultural tourism marketplace
including demand supply product development and political changes
consumer behaviour profiles and motivations of cultural tourists
environmental performance management and wider issues of social and
cultural sustainability written by a team of contributors from
australia hong kong uk us canada mexico portugal south africa and
finland this text provides a thoroughly global insight into the issues
and techniques involved in the successful management and marketing of
cultural attractions an overview of the way in which cultural tourism
resources and attractions are managed and marketed in a global context
analysis of the demand profiles and motivation of tourists an
investigation of the transformational and dynamic impacts of new
technologies on cultural resources and products international
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contributor team provide case studies from first hand experience and
research

E-Learning and Games

2010

real understanding of past societies is not possible without including
children and yet they have been strangely invisible in the
archaeological record compelling explanation about past societies
cannot be achieved without including and investigating children and
childhood however marginal the traces of children s bodies and
bricolage may seem compared to adults archaeological evidence of
children and childhood can be found in the most astonishing places and
spaces the archaeology of childhood is one of the most exciting and
challenging areas for new discovery about past societies children are
part of every human society but childhood is a cultural construct each
society develops its own idea about what a childhood should be what
children can or should do and how they are trained to take their place
in the world children also play a part in creating the archaeological
record itself in this volume experts from around the world ask
questions about childhood thresholds of age and growth childhood in
the material culture the death of children and the intersection of the
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childhood and the social economic religious and political worlds of
societies in the past

The Story of Silbury Hill

2018-09-18

archaeology of spiritualties provides a fresh exploration of the
interface between archaeology and religion spirituality archaeological
approaches to the study of religion have typically and often
unconsciously drawn on western paradigms especially judaeo christian
mono theistic frameworks and academic rationalisations archaeologists
have rarely reflected on how these approaches have framed and
constrained their choices of methodologies research questions
hypotheses definitions interpretations and analyses and have neglected
an important dimension of religion the human experience of the
numinous the power presence or experience of the supernatural within
the religions of many of the world s peoples sacred experiences
particularly in relation to sacred landscapes and beings connected
with those landscapes are often given greater emphasis while doctrine
and beliefs are relatively less important archaeology of
spiritualities asks how such experiences might be discerned in the
archaeological record how do we recognize and investigate other forms
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of religious or spiritual experience in the remains of the past the
volume opens up a space to explore critically and reflexively the
encounter between archaeology and diverse cultural expressions of
spirituality it showcases experiential and experimental methodologies
in this area of the discipline an unconventional approach within the
archaeology of religion thus archaeology of spiritualities offers a
unique timely and innovative contribution one that is also challenging
and stimulating it is a great resource to archaeologists historians
religious scholars and others interested in cultural and religious
heritage

Fodor's Essential England

2022-06-19

for one brief moment in the third millennium bce the galaxy levelled
around the horizon bringing into view stars that would not be visible
again in the northern hemisphere for twenty thousand years the
spectacular southern cross dominated the night sky and it is the
contention of this book that this event was marked by the neolithic
people of britain by monuments such as avebury avebury henge marries
archaeology with astronomy to show that the people who built avebury
west kennet long barrow and silbury hill aligned them not only with
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the cycles of the sun moon and planets but also with the stars

Museums and Archaeology

2003-12-08

stonehenge is one of the most famous ancient monuments in the world
and its solar alignment is one of its most important features yet
although archaeologists have learned a huge amount about this iconic
monument and its development a sense of mystery continues about its
purpose this helps fuel numerous theories and common misconceptions
particularly concerning its relationship to the sky and the heavenly
bodies a desire to cut through this confusion was the inspiration for
this book and it fills a gaping hole in the existing literature the
book provides both an introduction to stonehenge and its landscape and
an introduction to archaeoastronomy the study of how ancient peoples
understood phenomena in the sky and what role the sky played in their
cultures archaeoastronomy is a specialism critical to explaining the
relationship of stonehenge and nearby monuments to the heavens but
interpreting archaeoastronomical evidence has often proved highly
controversial in the past stonehenge sighting the sun explains why it
makes clear which ideas about stonehenge are generally accepted and
which are not with clear graphics to explain complicated concepts this
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beautifully illustrated book shines new light on this most famous of
ancient monuments and is the first in depth study of this fascinating
topic suitable both for specialists and for anyone with a general
interest

Shamans/Neo-Shamans

2023-03-16

first published in 1989 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

Folklore, People, and Places

2009

this innovative volume evaluates the theories methods approaches and
history of mesopotamian archaeology from its origins in the 19th
century up the to present day
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Handbook of Contemporary Paganism

2019-09-05

Historic Landscapes and Mental Well-being

2006-08-11

International Cultural Tourism

2018-05-10

The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of
Childhood

2012-05-23
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Archaeology of Spiritualities

2017-04-20

Avebury Henge

2009

The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural
History Magazine

2024-04-03

Stonehenge

2013-10-23
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The Excluded Past

1985

English Heritage Guide to Over 350 Historic
Buildings and Monuments

2003

The Archaeology of Mesopotamia
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